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ITHACA COLLEGE STRING ORCHESTRA
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PROGRAM

Overture to Hansel and Gretel
Englebert Humperdinck
(1854-1921)

Concerto Grosso in B minor,
Opus 6, No. 12
Georg Friedrich Handel
(1685-1759)

Hungarian March
from Damnation of Faust
Hector Berloiz
(1803-1869)

Anthony LaGruth, Graduate Conductor

INTERMISSION

ITHACA COLLEGE JAZZ WORKSHOP
WEDNESDAY JAZZ LAB
Rick Beato, Musical Director
Chris Persad, Guest Soloist

Something 'Bout This Place
Mike Tittlebaum

To You
Thad Jones

Chordon Bleu
Lennie Niehaus

The Shadow Of Your Smile
Johnny Mandel
Arr. Ray Brown

Moose The Mooche
Charlie Parker
Arr. Chuck Israels
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Pamela Gearhart, Conductor

PERSONNEL

VIOLIN I
Lili Selden, Concertmeister
Kristina Musser
Luella Bateman
Rebecca Barca
Rachel Lauber
Thomas Sauve
Bonnie Bonine
Chris Field
Steven Bossert
Ed Cyrus

Cello (continued)
Jim Wright
Charles Bossert
Tara Chambers
Deborah Wilson

BASS
Anthony J. Pinelli, Jr., Principal
Margaret Wienk
Joanne Bumpus
Tom Baldwin
James Robinson
Mark Bergman
Stefani Ketchum
Peter Tarasoly

VIOLIN II
Suky Thompson, Principal

FLUTE
Kristina Lampe
Aliki Nicholas
Amy Mohn

PIGCOLO
Amy Mohn

OBOE
Christine Homer
Pamela Cunningham

BASSOON
Kenneth Kayser
Darelynn Fung

HORN
Richard Graef
George Kendall
Lora Katz
Ian Goethert

TRUMPET
Jane Hoffman
Margery Rosen
Terry Metzger

TROMBONE
Kimberly Jones
Joe Sonner
Timothy Mattison

TUBA
James Trowbridge

TIMPANI
Tony Steve
James Wolfe

PERCUSSION
Doug Pearce

LIBRARIAN
Rebecca Barca
Lili Selden
Margaret Wienk

PROPERTIES
David Beck
Anthony J. Pinelli, Jr.

SECRETARY
Monica Felkel
Susan Lauser

GRADUATE CONDUCTING ASSISTANT
Anthony LaGruth

SPECIAL CONSULTANT
Livingston Gearhart

VIOLA
Margaret Monkman, Principal
Darcie Summerville
Deana Attisano
Monica Felkel
Carlos Mendez
Scott M. Winner
Rachel Frank
Nancy Conley
Tim Hanner
Carrie E. Mascaro

ENGLISH HORN
Pamela Cunningham

CLARINET
Mary Shaw
Deborah Morris

Pianos
Victor Pitaleff

Suzanne Stephenson, Principal
David Beck
Alyson Berger
Jessica Cesana
Jenny Watson
Blake Flaherty
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BASS
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PERSONNEL

SAXOPHONE
Roger Bryson
Andrew Carpenter
Joan Hutton
Deborah Dinin
Brad Swope

TROMBONE
Michael Kramarsych
Laura Kernan
Debbie Kinsey
Daniel Lopata

TRUMPET
Greg Ludwig
Chandlee Keirstead
Sean Garnhart

PIANO
Ted Perry

GUITAR
Randy Clark

BASS
Jim Robinson

DRUMS
Rob Wlodarczyk